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**Abstract:** This article focuses on the religious hybridity propagated by Wu Leichuan, a reformative Christian thinker from China. The article centers on the question of how to understand the social praxis as well as the interaction and religious hybridity involving modern Western thoughts and traditional Asian thoughts. Wu’s Christian thought contains elements of social praxis that purport to understand sufferings of common people and thus differs from existing dominant Christian theology characterized by materialism and secular success. Wu claims that “benevolence” is inherent in both humanity and in the myriad aspects of the universe, and is deemed identical to the Holy Spirit in Christianity that embraces “love”. He develops his own vision of heaven, which is very similar to the idea of “Society of Great Unity” propounded by Kang Youwei, an adherent of Confucianism, in his theory of Great Unity. The article shows Wu’s contribution as a unique thinker and staunch advocate of Christianity within the context of social praxis that emphasizes the praxis-oriented role of Christianity within socialism. In fact, through profound immersion into and cultivation of diverse areas of Asian philosophy and by deeply reflecting the innermost core of humanity, Wu was able to develop his own vision of social ideals.
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Introduction

How did Christian civilization encounter and assimilate into Asian traditions in China in the early twentieth century? Highlighting the Christian thought of Wu Leichuan (1870-1944), a Chinese Christian thinker, I focus on and analyze the question of how to understand the social praxis as well as the interaction and religious hybridity involving modern Western thoughts and traditional Asian thoughts.

In critically considering the formation of knowledge on Christianity in China, I explore an analytical basis for investigating and analyzing contemporary Chinese society by considering how to comprehend the hybridity of mutable thoughts and cultures that interact with each other, with their nascent state of disorganization followed by transcending conventional boundaries. In investigating how Wu Leichuan's historical consciousness interacted with Christianity and how he formulated his religious theory that came to be deeply entrenched in China, I focus on the religious hybridity of Wu's thought and his theory of social praxis.

Wu did not see Christianity as a foreign culture or religion but as a universal faith. In order to render Christianity into a holy and universal faith, he saw the need to interpret Christianity in harmony with the framework of his own cultural traditions. Wu's Christian worldview is thus transformed and integrated within the context of Asian philosophy, and the transcendental vision of Christianity is changed into a new vision that embraces Asian introspective self-cultivation or internalizes the idea of self-actualization. Wu's Christian faith emphasizes social praxis, and this point of emphasis opens a new interpretative horizon by seeing his view of Christianity being jointly shaped by the confluence of both Asian philosophy and Christian thought.

The era in which Wu's thought took shape saw Chinese intellectuals of the time strongly advocating a cultural movement for the liberation of all people. In the Christian community, Chinese intellectuals also devoted their lives to the shaping and forming of the Chinese national consciousness and educational campaigns. At the time, the Christian community commenced a pervasive cultural and religious movement in an attempt to adapt Christianity, a foreign religion, to China's national conditions and culture. On the one hand, there was a religious movement calling for massive repentance, which focused on saving individual souls. On the other hand, a new thought movement was being formed and spread that focused on creating a new Chinese Christian school of thought while embedding it in the context of Chinese traditional thought. In this era, there were massive educational movements that emphasized the autonomous cultural spirit of the Chinese people and at the same time, there were concentrated efforts at adapting the foreign religion,
Christianity, to China's national conditions and crafting a fully adapted Chinese version of Christianity.

In North East Asian region, many thinkers who worked on reforming their country's systematic degeneration paid great attention to the idea of nationalist autonomy and self-determination. Not limited to this self-autonomy, these thinkers were also deeply interested in how to harmonize or integrate Asian traditions with Western Christianity. These reform-minded thinkers in China at the time were such dignified thinkers as Wu Leichuan, Zhao Zichen, Wu Yaozong, Liu, Tingsfang and Xu Baoqian. Korean reformative thinkers, counterparts of these Chinese thinkers, were such diverse luminaries as Kim Kyo-sin, RyuYŏng-mo, and Ham Sŏk-hŏn.

These days, what appears to be the dominant theology of Christianity is often found in fervent, single-minded emphasis on material possessions and successes. In stark contrast to this, unduly leaning on more power and possessions, Wu's Christianity contains components of serious social praxis that purport to understand the sufferings of the common people.

In comparison with the ever-degenerative form of twenty-first century East Asian Christianity in which secularism and materialism dominate, features of Wu's thought embody a stringent critique of secularized faith and behavior. Although his thought may not resonate well among global contemporaries in the era of globally extended capitalism, his pointed criticism still merits serious reconsideration of its timeliness and worth as a critique. Wu's thought is essentially grounded in the faith of Christianity, but his theory of Christianity is a close approximation to commonalities of three main streams of Asian thought: Confucianism, Mohism, and Buddhism. Despite the fact that existing literature eventually recognized the roots of Asian ideology within Wu Leichuan’s thought system, this recognition fails to locate the roots of Asian social thought. In this context, this article distinguishes itself from previous works on the topic. In fact, through profound immersion into and cultivation of diverse areas of Asian philosophy and by deeply reflecting the innermost core of humanity, Wu was able to develop his own vision of social ideals. The following section focuses on Wu Leichuan’s contribution.

Wu Leichuan’s “Benevolence (ren)” and Christianity

First, let us take a look at Wu’s thought. Understanding his concept requires detailed analysis that invokes a broader perspective upon connecting it with modern Chinese thought in Northeast Asia. How did Wu Leichuan combine his thoughts on religion with his understanding of ancient Chinese classics?

Christianity could be viewed as an unfamiliar menace introduced by Western missionaries, with new, threatening, and unpleasant changes.
This attitude and mind-set of being threatened remained even with the positive changes brought about by Christianity. In fact, in the twentieth century, many Chinese were prejudiced against it, regarding it as a part of Western barbarian culture, and a symbol of quislingism. Nevertheless, Wu Leichuan’s interpretation enabled Chinese to accept Christianity as a familiar culture and way of thinking. He contended that the concept of God was a recognizable concept for Chinese with deep roots in their culture.

The intellectuals in China also attempted to eliminate biased attitudes hindering new advances and developments, and to maintain a vital religious tradition, whilst enhancing diverse religious cultures. The process of the indigenization of Christianity is one by which an unfamiliar Gospel was introduced through a familiar culture until it established itself.

In socialist China, Wu Leichuan’s concern with the role of religion is revealed in both theory and social praxis. As a reformative Christian thinker and educator, Wu Leichuan is the most representative theologian of the twentieth-century Chinese history. He developed an original thought by fusing traditional Asian classics with Christianity, in the context of a Chinese historical situation. He was also a praxis-oriented educator and social reformer, deeply influencing Chinese society, in particular, the religious aspects of the Chinese society. As a reformative Christian thinker and educator, his influence in China was significant.

The May Fourth Movement criticized all traditional beliefs and religions. The Anti-Christian movement of the early 1920s and the Northern Expedition of 1925-1927 led to the unification of China under the Nationalist Party. Liberal missionaries welcomed the opportunity to participate in the development of the Chinese nation, but they were attacked. As anti-imperialism grew, Christian schools were subjected to government regulations, requiring all organizations to have Chinese leadership. Many missionaries left China, and support in their home countries waned, partly because of economic problems during the Great Depression. The anti-Christian movements vehemently attacked Christian communities, especially accusing Chinese Christian missionaries of being in collusion with Western imperialism and criticizing China's superstitiousness that only underscored China’s backwardness. Some form of indigenization served as a counterpoise to the movement.

Wu Leichuan, Chancellor of the Yenching University, was a leading Chinese theologian in the early twentieth century. During the Anti-Christian movement of the 1920s, Wu wrote prolifically in an attempt to connect Christian theology with Confucian concepts. Wu stated that Christianity could complement Confucianism. He argued that Confucianism could be used in the service of Christianity. Wu published this line of argument in the journal Life, in 1923, in an article entitled, “The Bible and Confucian classics[Jidujiaojing yu rujiaojing]”, which compared scriptures on both philosophical and religious traditions.
He endeavoured to reform ethics by resorting to the concept of “benevolence (ren)”. He viewed “benevolence” as the governing principle of the universe. He even went as far as to say that the Confucian “benevolence” is equated with the Holy Spirit of Christianity.\(^\text{10}\)

What Wu perceived as the real and authentic relation of equality was nothing but human relationships grounded in “benevolence”, wherein every human being was communicated with others under conditions of unlimited time and space: “benevolence is inherent in all humanity.”\(^\text{11}\) Each human could maintain his/her individuality, and the assembled array of such individuality forms diversity. With this individuality and diversity, the “benevolence” is inherent in all individuals and the myriad aspects of the universe. In this light, Wu viewed the essence of “benevolence” as the thought of all things of one body, and believed that this was the axiom of all religions. Wu’s view of “benevolence” as one of ethics and morality was not just applicable to the routine ethical codes of every human being. This view was more expansive in the sense that his view of this concept aimed at reforming the order of traditional social ethics, and reformulating modern Chinese ethical standards.\(^\text{12}\) Wu’s concept of the universal axiom of religion was the concept of “benevolence”, which suggested that every human being must maintain his/her own individuality and diversity, and that all things of the universe are created equal and should be treated so accordingly, thus practicing the idea that all things of the universe are embodied into oneness.

Wu believed that an awakening of this sort was the existential foundation that stimulated the spontaneity of the masses.\(^\text{13}\) He believed that by recognizing the importance of “benevolence” inherent in one’s own body, and by awakening to the idea that myriad aspects of the universe were embodied as one body, each person would then have to treat others as themselves, and thus as objects of love.\(^\text{14}\)

He also believed that the concept of “benevolence” entailed the totality of all myriad things, although it was just one unity. This concept can be found within Christianity. In the Christian context, the love between God and humanity is equivalent to “benevolence”. As an identical being under God, each of us should love others and this love signifies the Holy Spirit as substance.\(^\text{15}\)

Further, Wu argued that Christian teachings such as, “love others as you would love yourselves”, and “love even your enemy” are in full accord with the traditional teachings of both Confucianism and Mohism.\(^\text{16}\) I believe that Wu’s concept of love transcends all forms of hierarchical structures in which God’s love is given to humanity in a top-down fashion, and so is an improvement over traditional Christianity. This is primarily because his concept of love highlights the value of the masses’ subjectivity. His concept of “benevolence” is considered more akin to the
unconditional Agape-like love in Christianity than to the concept of “grace as mercy” given by God to humanity.

Indeed, Wu was also well aware that although there were many common chords between Christianity and Confucianism, differences still existed. Notwithstanding these differences, Wu aimed to reinterpret “benevolence” of the Analects, and reposition it as a new ethical consciousness for a new society. It has been pointed out that Wu’s concept of love, often connected with “benevolence”, takes on a character that is not only instrumental in shaping the ethical personality of humanity but also reformative in that it acts on, and reforms the universal operative laws in the history of nature and humanity in the grand evolving course of the universe. Typical of Confucian thought in establishing various forms of moral social communities is the reliance on universal operative laws of nature. In this regard, Wu’s interpretation of the concept of “benevolence” transcends the traditional frame of the Analects.

Wu introduced the part of the Doctrine of the Mean (Zhongyong) in his writings. He argued that human moral nature is innate and forms at birth. Inheriting Mengzi’s theory of the innate goodness of human nature and combining this theory with the Doctrine of the Mean in his other book, Wu emphasized that the latter implied that human nature is nothing but “the Heavenly Mandate.” The essence of the Doctrine of the Mean was also applied to the basic tenets of Christianity, that is, there should be an innate connection between the will of Heaven and human nature.

The common thread intersecting Christianity and Confucianism is that God’s holiness may be found in human nature. However, Christian tenets, such as the sacrifice of God’s son, the sinfulness of humans, forgiving of such sins and graces, and the possibility of sinful humans being reborn, are existentially different from what Confucianism offers in regard to the inherent holiness embodied in humans. Considering this, Wu does not emphasize the sinfulness of humanity as an innate human condition.

In his theory of Christianity, Wu focused on cultivation of the self, and because of this, his thought is quite different from dominant forms of faith, termed “blessing-oriented faith”, that pervaded much of the East Asian society. He is said to have positively accepted the dignity of human existence, which shows that Wu’s theology is not akin to fundamentalist Christian theory, where humans are viewed not only as creatures but also as sinners. Wu’s view originates from the relevant part of “Genesis” of the Bible. His view is in accord with the theological concept that emphasizes that according to God’s grand design, mankind is created in the image and likeness of God. In this respect, his theology is also in accord with the Confucian thinking that heaven and humanity are one, and that the latter should recover its heavenly nature. This way of thinking embraces the
theological position of immanence or existence that positively accepts that divinity resides within humanity as the foundation of human existence. So construed, Wu's theology belongs to the theory of immanent existence, which argues that divinity is not external to human nature but something that resides within as the foundation of our existence. Underlying this line of thinking lies the premise of a common foundation of the holiness of one's existence, and that of the whole world and of all beings in the universe, all organically interlinked in oneness. All of us are thus beings with divinity. 26

Rather than following the theory of original sin that purports to emphasize human sinfulness, Wu's theory of existence goes further in the direction of emphasizing the relationship between humanity and Jesus as the Son of God. 27 I believe that this point is closely related to the theory of the innate goodness of human nature, and so forms a watershed that distances Wu's theology from Western fundamental theology. An active and flexible nature permeates all realms of becoming, and humanity also partakes in this. The Doctrine of the Mean, in particular, and Asian thought in general, also embodies the concept that individuals are interconnected with various beings in the universe, and that each individual maintains one's own individuality and uniqueness by partaking in this continual nexus of interconnections. 28 Wu also inherits the theory of immanence and the positive spirit that embraces the Becoming, thus forming a counterpoise to Christian fundamentalism or the theology of fundamentalism, and aids in developing an Asian Christianity in China.

Realism of Heaven

Does Wu's social idealism have any Christian orientation? If so, is there any common thread connecting his social idealism with conventional Asian traditions? The imagination of heaven in Christianity enables us to consider not just this aspect but also that of peoples' thoughts at the time, considering subsequent propagation of Christianity in later periods. This is because "dreaming" has an ambivalent aspect of truth and fiction, and is converted into social memory through literary communication.

In other words, the imagination of heaven is not only believed by individuals but also passed on to the community, influencing members of the community for posterity. Imagining heaven is in itself a product of one's introspection on oneself and on the world. This reflects collision and an amalgamation of various values appearing at a turning point in the history of civilization. Following Christian idea of eternal life, Christians consider their lives in two ways. The first way of considering life is to look at their lives starting from birth to biological death and thus this way of looking at life resides in our physical realm. The second way of
considering life is about eternal life after the physical death.\textsuperscript{29} This is why the theory of heaven has an important meaning in Christology. What is eternal life in heaven? What is heaven? Historically, views of heaven have been numerous and constantly changing. These include a reverent and ascetic view, a God-oriented view, and a hedonic view, among others.\textsuperscript{30}

Wu Leichuan innovatively interpreted a concept of “heaven” in Christianity. A characteristic of his concept is that a process of creating heaven implies a process for improving society. In his interpretation of the Lord’s Prayer, he mentioned the following.

When one considers the feasibility of rendering this secular world an approximation of Heaven, the so-called God’s nation should be approached differently. Heaven is not meant to refer to a geographical location or a land beyond the sky, a place where we should go after our physical death, as is frequently repeated and stressed in churches. The Biblical concept of heaven comes to us and so is realized in this physical realm when we transcend the state of our secular existence dominated by absence of love, and unjust social conditions are rendered as fair and just. If this state of our existence is realized by going beyond our pre-existing conflicts, antagonisms, and injustices, then God’s love and justice will be fully restored and will flourish in this secular world.\textsuperscript{31} Wu Leichuan used the term “Kingdom of Heaven” for the word “heaven”, which is apparently more discernible and extensively and more often used in Christian culture. In light of this, Wu can be taken as viewing Christianity as a collection of human values and system.\textsuperscript{32}

Wu Leichuan referred to the book written in 1936, Christianity and Chinese Culture, in which references to “heaven” were systematic and complete. Wu classified Jesus’s words on heaven, in the Gospels, into five categories as follows. First, the concept of heaven should be built from people’s minds. Second, the human being is just the most important in heaven. Third, those who are qualified to be people of heaven are those who are poor, hardworking, modest, of strong faith, and loyal. Fourth, heaven is a more systemized society than the one existing now. He also observed that new wine cannot be put into old wineskins. Fifth, to establish heaven, reformation of the economic system should come first.\textsuperscript{33} In another statement, envisioning a new society, Wu Leichuan enumerated five features of heaven different from these categories.\textsuperscript{34}

In heaven, no one will claim his or her personal possessions or properties, since the concept of private property is no longer feasible in heaven.\textsuperscript{35} And should one consider seriously establishing the Biblical concept of heaven in this secular and physical world, the most critical consideration should be given to reforming the pre-existing economic system and conditions.\textsuperscript{36} Through these two statements, we see the core of the intention contained in his theory of heaven.
His thoughts are very similar to Chinese traditional intellectuals, who refer to the theory of Great Unity (datong) for social reform. He suggested that those who are qualified to have a place in heaven are those who are pauperized yet are industrious workers. Those modest in character are also qualified to enter heaven as also those who are steadfast and loyal in faith. He also stated that, in heaven, it is the most cardinally foundational governing principle of unconditional love that pervades. Through this, he suggested and requested a new social moral foundation for the Chinese people. The society he dreamed of was one that demanded moral virtues such as poverty, the strengthening of the lower classes, love, and sincerity. All individuals have a common goal, in other words, a desire to establish a fair new society. He argued that better organizations should be formed to build heaven; these should progress mandatorily, as old and new systems do not converge together even though heaven is based on love.

Wu Leichuan’s statements on “heaven” are filled with thoughts stating that religion should not be like an opium for people, but should work actively on an existing society. This theory of heaven was not embodied in the real world, but realized by the Chinese peoples in practice. Through this theory of heaven, the ideal world was not merely a utopia, but went beyond this as a power to change the Chinese people’s reality and destiny. His theory of heaven, however, is very similar in practice to socialism. This is related to Confucianism’s traditional ideology of an ideal society, termed “datong”, which means Great Unity. Chinese Confucians visualized a peaceful and egalitarian era when the ultimate truth was realized as the ideal world, in other words, datong. Kang Youwei explained the ideal world in his book, The book of Great Unity (datongshu). Some aspects in Wu Leichuan’s theory of heaven are similar to Kang Youwei’s thoughts in The book of Great Unity. In this book, Kang Youwei, a representative intellectual of the time, also depicted a world where all people were equal and without a sovereign, where all worked, where no one was lazy, and where the private property system was abolished. It seems that Wu Leichuan read Kang Youwei’s The book of Great Unity, and referred to the book when he described his own theory of an ideal world.

Up to the 1930s, “the Great Community” ideas of both Kang Youwei and Liang Qichao greatly influenced groups of intellectuals from China to Korea and Japan. As per Kang Youwei’s political position, in times of peace the name of the country and its designated areas should be replaced with the presupposition of “a unified system” in which a sovereign ruler is placed under a “parliamentary government.” Kang Youwei believes that for all humanity to escape from suffering, what is most fundamentally required is to obtain equality and independence. He explains this term as also the reason why all people are equal when viewed through the theory of existence. This is again affirmed in the term “cosmopolitan citizen”, which is said to come to pass when all
nations become unified into one all-encompassing, universal nation. The reason why everyone should have equality and independence is explained in his theory of existence. Human beings are the products of Heaven, namely the qi (energy) of “yuan (primordial origin)”. Thus, all humans are imbued with an identical value. Though originally equal, artificial institutions and customs result in discrimination, enhancing human suffering. This Confucian theory of existence in fact strikes a chord with the Christian theory of existence, which posits that all beings are created equal in the name of God. This connection may compel us to agree that Wu Leichuan would have adopted this point quite easily.

Datong signifies a communal society where people can share everything, and even the widowers, the childless old men, and orphans can live their lives without any traces of sorrow and loneliness. Datong is in fact a Confucian ideal society extensively referenced in Confucian canons. However, Kang Youwei’s The book of Great Unity appears to advocate the negation of the institution of family and liberation of females. In this regard, his way of thought is said to have transcended the traditionally circumscribed scope of conventional Confucian ideology, because conventional Confucianism is primarily based on two pivotal divisions: one is for the maintenance of the institution of family and the other is a socially narrowly defined division of gender and social role between males and females. The book of Great Unity can be viewed as containing elements of opposition to traditional customs and practices along with self-criticism of tradition and because of this, the book appears to negate the “respectfulness”, another fundamental principle of Confucianism, although this negation is only an outward manifestation. Wu Leichuan’s theory of heaven has something in common with the spirit of The book of Great Unity in the sense that it tends to criticize and attempts to modify traditional customs and practices.

Human beings have dreams. The theory of heaven is not only a view of an afterlife but also represents human dreams of an ideal world. As humans eventually invented the airplane after dreaming of flying like birds, Wu Leichuan’s view of heaven emphasized his concept of an ideal world. His theory of heaven had the primary function of denying and criticizing reality. At the same time, this theory of heaven had another function of revealing a new concept of reality. Wu’s theory of heaven mainly propagates possessing a “critical function” and an “alternative function” regarding an existing system and reality.

Through an analysis of the theory of heaven and related views, I believe that Wu Leichuan’s Christology was receptive to socialism, and formed a creative Chinese Christian ideology based on this. He emphasized a social role for Christianity within a socialist system and made an effort to spread the social praxis of religion. Wu’s interpretation on the relationship between Christianity and materialism as an ontology in socialism was comparatively receptive to both Marxism and Christianity.
However, this line of thought cannot be deemed the norm in East Asia. This is in contrast to that of Ham Sŏk-hŏn, the reformative Korean thinker in the twentieth century who maintained a critical perspective on socialism. Ham resisted statism, industrialism, the use of military forces, and also socialism. Although Ham criticized capitalism, at the same time he lacked a rigorous and scientific analysis of its mechanisms. Considering this, it is no wonder that he was not able to manifest a profound critical assessment of capitalist principles of economy, let alone a sufficient understanding of socialism or communism as an alternative corrective to the capitalist economic system. Having labelled both capitalism and communism variants of “supreme statism”, Ham stressed the thorough propagation of the spirit of Christianity in an effort to pre-emptively stall the inroads of communism. He once even went as far as to say that, “Korean Christianity would not be communized.” Ham appears to play off communism against Christianity in binary opposition instead of searching for a common chord between the two, whereas Wu sought to find commonalities cross-cutting communism, socialism, and Christianity, as is clearly evidenced in his theory of heaven.

Conclusion

Wu Leichuan attempted to constantly keep open the channels of communication between Asian traditions and the modern thought of Christianity and to bring the two into constant contact. Through the works of Christian thinkers such as Wu Leichuan, Christianity in North East Asia was able to settle down as a third tradition which is a continuation of, yet is separate from, Christian universality. What Wu aspires to see and accomplish is to form diverse religious cultures but at the same time to maintain a uniform, holy, and universal tradition of faith, while rising above the exclusive tendencies of both individuals and collectivities that tend to depress and prevent a new leap ahead and further development. Thanks to the works and committed endeavors of thinkers such as Wu Leichuan, common people in China, who were struggling in the turbulent twentieth century when traditional order collapsed and there was a widespread hostility toward militant Western imperialism, were able to change their perceptions of Christianity and adopt it as “their own culture.”

Wu Leichuan of China stated that “benevolence” is inherent in both humanity and in the myriad aspects of the universe, and this is identical to the Holy Spirit in Christianity, a substance that embraces “love”. He further argued that this foundation is based on arousing each individual’s spontaneity. It was also based on developing their points of view that religion is not an opium for the people. He developed his own vision of heaven that served to criticize existing society. This view of Wu appears
very similar to the image of “Society of Great Unity” that was illuminated in the theory of Great Unity by Kang Youwei.

One of the distinctive aspects of Wu’s Christian thought consists in its embracing of social praxis whose sole purpose is to forge a deep empathy with and obtain understanding of the sufferings of common people in China. This emphasis on empathic understanding is in stark contrast to the dominant form of twentieth-first century Christianity in Asia that emphasizes mammonism and secular success. Christianity’s all-embracing egalitarianism is in fact the reason why Wu Leichan and Zhao Zichen became Christians at the time. Within Asian Christianity, Wu's thought is distinctive and unique, especially in the sense that in a socialist nation when there were attempts to seek commonalities between Marxism and Christian thought, the collision derivable from disparate theoretical inclinations attributable to both schools of thought was just minimalist or non-existent.

Wu did not connect the antagonism toward socialism with Christianity and succeeded in establishing a unique Chinese Christian school of thought, which may be, among many, represented by his theory of heaven. In light of this, we may see Wu’s contribution as a unique thinker and staunch advocate of Christianity within the context of social praxis that emphasizes the praxis-oriented role of Christianity within socialism.
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